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BOOK REVIEW

Hoffmann, Frank & B. Lee Cooper
with assist. of Lee Ann Hoffmann .
The Literature of Rock II, 1979-1983:
with additional material for the period
1954-1978. 2 vols .
Scarecrow. 1986. 1097p. bibliog. index.
ISBN 0-8 108-182I-3 . $79.50. MUSIC/REF

This follow-up to Hoffmann' s The
Literature of R ock, /954-1978 (U 7/
81) is a limited improvement. Nearly
I 0,000 bibliographic entries fill in
some gaps from the 1954-78 period
and also update coverage. Citations
(most without annotation) cover articles from nearly 500 books and 130
peri.o dicals. Coverage is not comprehensive, however, with listings for
only selected articles from even
standard publications like R olling
Stone. Entries are arranged under 2L
broad subjects in essentially chronological order, and thereunder subdivided by more specific topics a nd
representative performers. The index
covers topics and performers but not
authors. Record reviews are not included and the discography is patchy.
Ideally, a comprehensive series covering the major periods will replace
this broad but random overview.Robert Aken , Univ. of Kentucky
Lib., Lexington
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